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Abstract

Spectral information is commonly processed in the brain through generation of antago-

nistic responses to different wavelengths. In many species, these color opponent signals arise

as early as photoreceptor terminals. Here, we measure the spectral tuning of photoreceptors

in Drosophila. In addition to a previously described pathway comparing wavelengths at each

point in space, we find a horizontal-cell-mediated pathway similar to that found in mammals.

This pathway enables additional spectral comparisons through lateral inhibition, expanding

the range of chromatic encoding in the fly. Together, these two pathways enable optimal

decorrelation of photoreceptor signals. A biologically constrained model accounts for our

findings and predicts a spatio-chromatic receptive field for fly photoreceptor outputs, with

a color opponent center and broadband surround. This dual mechanism combines motifs of

both an insect-specific visual circuit and an evolutionarily convergent circuit architecture,

endowing flies with the unique ability to extract chromatic information at distinct spatial

resolutions.

Keywords: color vision, Drosophila melanogaster , photoreceptor, medulla, neural circuit,

color opponency, photon capture

Introduction1

Color vision is an important source of visual information, enhancing our recognition of2

objects in complex visual fields. How is wavelength information extracted by the brain? A3

single type of photoreceptor cannot distinguish wavelength independently of the intensity of4
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light because different spectral distributions of varying intensity can give rise to the same5

photoreceptor output (Rushton, 1972). Color percepts can only be extracted by compar-6

ing the output from at least two photoreceptors with different spectral sensitivities. This7

comparison is apparent in color opponent neurons, which receive antagonistic inputs from8

different photoreceptor types and therefore exhibit opposing responses to different ranges9

of wavelengths (Shevell and Martin, 2017). Our understanding of the neural processes that10

lead to our perception of colors therefore critically depends on our understanding of color11

opponent signals and the underlying circuits that establish them.12

Much of what we know about the properties of color opponent neurons comes from13

work done in the tri-chromatic retina of primates. There, the signals from L, M and S14

cones, named for their sensitivity in the long, middle and short wavelength regions of the15

spectrum, are combined by two main types of opponent retinal ganglion cells (RGCs): the16

so-called “red-green” neurons, which compare the activity of M and L photoreceptors, and17

“blue-yellow” neurons, which compare the activity of S and L+M photoreceptors (reviewed18

in Conway et al. 2010). Because cone photoreceptors are arranged in a 2D lattice, lateral19

interactions are essential for establishing these opponent signals in the retina. This results in20

spectrally opponent signals in RGCs which compare chromatic information between neigh-21

boring points in visual space through center-surround interactions. Interestingly, the two22

axes of opponency - “red-green” and “blue-yellow” - encoded at the level of RGCs have been23

shown to correspond to an optimal decomposition of S, M and L cone sensitivities (Buchs-24

baum and Gottschalk, 1983). This allows the retina to remove the correlations introduced by25

the high degree of overlap between cone sensitivities and more efficiently transmit spectral26

information to downstream visual circuits.27

Opponent signals have been measured across the animal kingdom, reinforcing the im-28

portance of this operation in color circuits across evolution. Drosophila melanogaster has29

emerged as a genetically tractable system to study circuit level mechanisms of color vision30

(Gao et al., 2008; Karuppudurai et al., 2014; Melnattur et al., 2014; Schnaitmann et al.,31

2013, 2018; Yamaguchi et al., 2010), and color opponent signals have been measured at the32

axonal terminals of cone-like photoreceptors in the fly brain (Schnaitmann et al., 2018).33

However, unlike the 2D lattice photoreceptor arrangement found in mammals, the light34
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sensing rhabdomeres of fly cone-like photoreceptors R7 and R8 are positioned one on top35

of each other (Hardie, 1985) (Figure 1A). This architecture allows photoreceptors in each36

optical unit, or ommatidium, to absorb photons emanating from the same point in visual37

space. A specialized circuit taking advantage of this configuration was recently described to38

generate color opponent signals through reciprocal inhibition exclusively between pairs of R739

and R8 photoreceptors from a single ommatidium (Schnaitmann et al., 2018), allowing for40

pixel-by-pixel comparison of wavelengths. Because of the spectral composition of the fly eye,41

these intra-ommatidial interactions impose specific constraints on the types of spectral com-42

parisons that the circuit can make. Indeed, there are two types of ommatidia in the main43

part of the fruit fly eye, that are distributed in a stochastic pattern (65% “yellow”, 35%44

“pale”, Figure 1A, D) (reviewed in Behnia and Desplan 2015). “Pale” ommatidia express45

the short-UV-sensitive Rh3 rhodopsin in R7 and the blue-sensitive Rh5 in R8. “Yellow”46

ommatidia express the long-UV-sensitive Rh4 rhodopsin in R7 and the green-sensitive Rh647

in R8. An opponent mechanism purely based on intra-ommatidial interactions therefore48

defines two separate color opponent channels, both comparing spectral information along a49

UV vs visible axis.50

This architecture has the advantage of allowing chromatic information to be extracted at51

the full resolution of the eye, similarly to achromatic pathways driven by R1-6 photoreceptors52

(Clandinin and Zipursky, 2000), which express the broadband opsin Rh1 (Figure 1A, D).53

However, it does not allow for additional comparisons to be made in the spectral domain,54

such as those between the blue and green part of the spectrum, which appear to be used55

behaviorally (Melnattur et al., 2014; Schnaitmann et al., 2013; Yamaguchi et al., 2010), and56

which may be beneficial in terms of efficient signal processing. Lateral interactions between57

R7s and R8s from neighboring ommatidia, akin to those mediated by horizontal cells in58

the mammalian retina (Thoreson and Mangel, 2012), would allow for increased resolution of59

chromatic pathways in the spectral domain and provide the fly with more flexible mechanisms60

for encoding chromatic information.61

Here, we measure the spectral tuning of all four types of wavelength-specific photorecep-62

tors in the fly visual system. We find that each R7 and R8 photoreceptor type displays specific63

and distinct wavelength opponent properties, which cannot be explained solely by previously64
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described reciprocal inhibition within single ommatidia. At the circuit level, we show that65

indirect antagonistic interactions between R7s and R8s from neighboring ommatidia also66

contribute to shaping the spectral tuning of all photoreceptor outputs. Furthermore, we find67

that these indirect interactions are mediated by the horizontal-cell-like medulla interneu-68

ron Dm9. These indirect interactions enable additional comparisons in the spectral domain69

which correspond to optimal decorrelation of the spectral sensitivities of Drosophila opsins.70

In addition, we show that photoreceptor inputs are integrated linearly, which allows us to71

build a linear recurrent model constrained by the underlying circuit interactions: reciprocal72

inhibitory interactions between R7/R8 in the same ommatidium, R7/R8 inhibitory inputs73

onto Dm9, and excitatory feedback from Dm9 onto all R7s/R8s. This model accurately74

predicts our observed responses, while also showing that electron-microscopy-based synaptic75

count provides an accurate proxy for synaptic weight in this early processing step in color76

circuits. Our circuit model predicts a receptive field for R7 and R8 outputs with a broad-77

band surround superimposed on a color-opponent center, combining the motifs of both an78

evolutionarily convergent circuit architecture and an insect-specific visual circuit.79

Results80

R7 and R8 rhabdomeric responses are transformed into opponent outputs through81

interactions between photoreceptor types82

Color opponent responses are established via antagonistic interactions of inputs from dif-83

ferent types of photoreceptors. In the case of Drosophila R7 and R8, rhabdomeric responses84

of these photoreceptors in the eye can be considered inputs, and their color opponent ax-85

onal responses in the medulla can be considered outputs (Figure 2A). To understand how86

inputs are combined to give rise to color opponent outputs, our first goal was to measure and87

compare the rhabdomeric and the axonal spectral tuning properties of these photoreceptors.88

In vivo two-photon imaging of genetically targeted GCaMP6f in R7 and R8 photorecep-89

tors allows for straightforward measurement of their axonal outputs in the M6 and M3 layers90

of the medulla, respectively (Figure 1B). However, we could not visualize rhabdomeres in91

the eye with our imaging setup. Instead, we used genetic tools to make indirect mea-92

surements of rhabdomeric responses. Because these responses are transformed into axonal93
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Figure 1. Experimental setup and stimulus design. A. Spectral composition of pale and yellow

ommatidia of the Drosophila eye. Pale ommatidia express Rh3 and Rh5 in R7 and R8, respectively. Yellow

ommatidia express Rh4 and Rh6 in R7 and R8, respectively. R1-6 all express Rh1. B. Photoreceptors in

Drosophila project from the retina into the optic lobe. Our imaging experiments target the axon terminals

of R7 and R8 in the medulla at the level of layers M6 and M3, respectively. C. Two-photon imaging set

up. The fly is secured facing a screen, and LED sources are combined using a custom color mixer to form a

single collimated beam. D. Relative spectral sensitivity of opsins expressed in the fruit fly retina (adapted

from Salcedo et al. 1999). E. Normalized photon flux across the wavelength spectrum, corresponding to the

various LEDs used for stimuli. F. Desired set of spectral distributions to test to build a spectral tuning

curve. G. For any given single wavelength in F, we calculate the relative photon capture (q) for all five

opsins by integrating over the opsin sensitivities in D, and plot a vector in photon capture space. We then

simulate the single wavelength with combinations of the available LEDs in E that most closely recreate that

vector (see methods for details).

outputs through interactions with other photoreceptor types (Schnaitmann et al., 2018),94

we reasoned that measurements at the axonal level in mutant flies where these interactions95

are abolished correspond to putative pure rhabdomeric responses. For this set of experi-96

ments, we isolated these responses in mutant flies where only the imaged photoreceptor type97

is active, effectively preventing external inhibitory input from other photoreceptor types.98
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This is done by functionally rescuing phototransduction in single photoreceptor types in the99

blind norpa- mutant background by driving expression of UAS-NorpA with Rhodopsin-Gal4100

drivers (Wernet et al., 2012).101

In order to compare rhabdomeric and axonal tuning, we developed a method to mea-102

sure spectral tuning curves (Figure 1D-G). Specifically, we measured neuronal responses to103

a range of relatively narrow-band light sources of equal photon flux (photons per second104

per unit area; E =photon flux per mole) spanning the fly’s visible spectrum. Instead of105

using a system with a large number of different light sources, we devised a method that106

allows us to measure tuning curves using only a limited number of LEDs. For a given light107

source, each photoreceptor type will “capture” a specific number of photons. This number,108

or photon capture, is calculated as a function of each opsins sensitivity and the spectrum109

of the light source (Kelber et al. 2003; Renoult et al. 2017; see methods; Equation 5). We110

simulated the effect of this particular light source on the fly eye by showing a combination111

of the six LEDs in our stimulus set-up. By using least-squares regression to calculate the112

appropriate intensities for each LED (Equation 7), we evoked the same capture in each of113

the five photoreceptor types (y/pR7, ypR8 and R1-6) as the intended narrow-band light114

source (see methods and Figure S1 for details on implementation and accuracy). Measuring115

responses to these simulated light sources across the spectrum allowed us to construct spec-116

tral tuning curves for a given cell type. All experiments were performed in light adapted117

conditions where the simulated light source is presented over a background light. Because we118

anticipated measuring opponent waveforms at the level of photoreceptor outputs, we used119

single wavelength dominant backgrounds (UV for R7s and blue for R8s), which have the120

advantage of highlighting opponent signals. In these conditions, GCaMP6f fluorescence was121

indeed increased at baseline, allowing decreases to be readily measured.122

As expected from the spectral sensitivity of the opsins they express, the putative rhab-123

domeric responses we measured show UV sensitivity in p/yR7 peaking at 360 nm and 380124

nm, respectively, blue sensitivity in pR8 peaking at 420 nm, and blue/green sensitivity in125

yR8 peaking at 500 nm (Figure 2B-E). These neural responses are directly related to spectral126

sensitivities of the opsins that these photoreceptors express. It was previously shown that127

a logarithmic transformation of photon capture corresponds to the transformation of light128

6
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Figure 2. R7 and R8 rhabdomeric responses are transformed into opponent outputs. A.

In Drosophila photoreceptors, light (λ) is absorbed in the retina by rhodopsin molecules at the level of the

rhabdomeres, where phototransduction takes place. Photoreceptors project their axons to the medulla where

synaptic interactions occur. B-E. NorpA, an essential component of the phototransduction cascade, was

restored in norpa- blind flies in individual photoreceptor types. This allowed for measurement of putative

rhabdomeric spectral tuning in photoreceptor axons by eliminating interactions from other cell types. Max-

normalized responses of R7/R8 axons were measured across simulated wavelengths to construct spectral

tuning curves. Ns= 106 ROIs (8 flies), 96(8), 69(7), and 26(4), respectively. Dashed black lines represent

the log (q). Colored lines represent the mean photoreceptor response. Shaded region represents the 95%

confidence interval. Dashed grey lines represent baseline fluorescence. F-I. Max-normalized spectral tuning

curves constructed using the amplitudes of measured responses of R7 and R8 axons in wild type flies. Ns=

152(8), 134(6), 138(7), and 129(6), respectively. J-M. Average GCaMP6f responses of R7 and R8 axons

in wild type flies to 0.5 second flashes of three simulated wavelengths. Vertical dashed grey lines represent

onset and offset of light presentation.
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absorption of a photoreceptor by the phototransduction cascade (Henderson et al., 2000;129

Juusola and Hardie, 2001). We thus compared the tuning curves we obtained to the log of130

the relative photon capture log(q) in each rhodopsin, specifically calculated for the presented131

stimuli. We found that the measured tuning curves closely match the calculated log(q). This132

result shows that log(q) is a reliable estimate of rhabdomeric responses in this system, which133

we will subsequently refer to as the calculated rhabdomeric response.134

In the case of axonal responses, we measured spectrally opponent waveforms in all pho-135

toreceptor types (Figure 2F-I). Each photoreceptor type exhibits a narrowed tuning in its136

activation range compared to its calculated rhabdomeric response. In addition, we measured137

inhibition in the wavelength range outside of the opsin sensitivity. pR7s outputs are acti-138

vated by UV spanning 320-420 nm, and inhibited by longer wavelengths (Figure 2F, J). yR7139

outputs are also activated by UV, with their response remaining excitatory up to 440 nm,140

and becoming inhibitory from 480 nm onwards (Figure 2G, K). pR8 outputs are the only141

ones to show a tri-lobed spectral tuning (Figure 2H, L). They are activated by blue light142

ranging from 400-500 nm and inhibited in the UV from 320-380 nm, as well as in the green143

from 530-620 nm. yR8s outputs are activated by wavelengths covering the wide range of144

400-620 nm in the blue/green but inhibited by UV from 320-380 nm (Figure 2I, M).145

Each R7 and R8 terminal type thus displays distinct and specific wavelength opponent146

properties that, as expected, are dependent on interactions between photoreceptors with147

different spectral sensitivities. This is generally consistent with previous work. Schnaitmann148

et al. (2018) found that opponent signals at the level of R7 and R8 outputs are gener-149

ated through both direct and indirect antagonistic interactions between pairs of R7 and R8150

photoreceptors from a single ommatidium: direct interactions in the form of reciprocal his-151

taminergic inhibition, and indirect, inhibitory interaction mediated by a yet-to-be-identified152

medulla interneuron. However, we measured opponency in ranges that are not predicted by153

reciprocal inhibition exclusively between R7 and R8 photoreceptors from the same ommatid-154

ium. This is most obvious in the case of pR7 and pR8. Indeed, both of these photoreceptor155

types are inhibited by green light (>540 nm) (Figure 2F, H), whereas our measurements of156

their putative rhabdomeric responses show that neither responds at these long wavelengths157

(Figure 2B, D). Intra-ommatidial interactions (between R7 and R8 from the same ommatid-158
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Figure 3. Pairwise NorpA rescues highlight sources of opponency in R7/R8. NorpA, a component

of the phototransduction cascade, was restored in norpa- blind flies in select pairs of photoreceptor types to

determine contributions to opponency. A-D. Max-normalized responses of pR7 axons were measured across

simulated wavelengths, with NorpA restored in pR7 alone, or in pR7 and a second indicated photoreceptor

type. Ns= 106 ROIs (8 flies), 108(8), 132(8), and 104(6), respectively. Dashed black lines represent log(q),

black lines represent the wild type response, colored lines represent the mean photoreceptor response, shaded

regions represents the 95% confidence interval, dashed grey lines represent baseline fluorescence. E-H. Max-

normalized responses of pR8 axons were measured across simulated wavelengths, with NorpA restored in pR8

alone, or in pR8 and a second indicated photoreceptor type. Ns= 63(7), 80(9), 69(7), and 63(7), respectively.

ium) alone are therefore not sufficient to explain the spectral tuning properties we measure.159

We next aimed to further define the circuit mechanisms that combine and process R7 and160

R8 rhabdomeric signals to give rise to the diverse spectrally opponent axonal responses that161

we measured. Our goal was to characterize the effect of these interactions on the spectral162

encoding properties of photoreceptor outputs and to provide a mathematical description of163

these interactions.164

Both intra- and inter-ommatidial antagonistic interactions shape the spectral165

tuning properties of R7 and R8 outputs166

According to our rhabdomeric measurements (Figure 2B-E), the inhibition measured in167

pR7 and pR8s axons in the long wavelength range can only originate from yR8, or the168

broadband photoreceptors R1-6. Thus, we hypothesized that inter-ommatidial interactions169
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(between R7s and R8s from neighboring ommatidia) and/or inputs from R1-6 contribute to170

the spectral tuning of R7 and R8 outputs. We employed genetic methods to determine the171

contribution of specific photoreceptor types to the spectral tuning of R7 and R8 outputs. We172

took advantage of norpa- mutants and selectively rescued NorpA in pairwise combinations of173

photoreceptor types. We made all possible dual combinations of photoreceptor type rescues,174

while imaging p/y R7/R8 outputs (Figure 3 and Figure S2).175

First, we imaged pR7 in flies in which pR7 function was restored in combination with one176

other photoreceptor subtype. The tuning curve of pR7 in flies when phototransduction is177

rescued in both pR7 and pR8 is similar to that of wild type pR7 in that there is activation in178

the UV range (320-400 nm) and inhibition in the blue range (420-460 nm) (Figure 3B). This179

is consistent with intra-ommatidial inhibition from pR8, as the rhabdomeric responses of pR8180

show blue sensitivity (Figure 2D). However, inhibition is lost in the long wavelengths (>540181

nm). In contrast, in a pR7/yR8 rescue, the tuning curve for pR7 displays clear inhibitory182

responses at all wavelengths above 420 nm (Figure 3D), showing that yR8 contributes to183

blue/green inhibition in pR7 through inter-ommatidial interactions. In a pR7/yR7 rescue,184

pR7s are inhibited in the UV/blue range (400-450 nm) (Figure 3C), showing that yR7s185

contribute to pR7 responses. These results demonstrate that, in addition to intra-ommatidial186

interactions from pR8, inter-ommatidial interaction from both yR8 and yR7s contribute to187

opponent responses measured in pR7.188

We performed the same set of experiments while imaging pR8 terminals. In a pR8/pR7189

rescue, the tuning curve of pR8 becomes bi-lobed, showing inhibition only in the UV range190

(<360 nm) and not in the green wavelength range (>540 nm) (Figure 3F). Conversely, in191

a pR8/yR8 rescue, pR8 still shows inhibition to green but not to UV (Figure 3H). In a192

pR8/yR7 rescue, we did not see strictly inhibitory responses under our recording conditions,193

but we did observe a statistically significant decreased response in pR8 in the UV range (300-194

340 nm) in comparison to the calculated rhabomeric response (Figure 3G). This indicates195

that yR7 has an inhibitory effect on pR8. These results show that, similarly to pR7s, both196

intra-ommatidial and inter-ommatidial interactions contribute to the opponent responses197

measured in pR8s.198

We next measured responses in all rescue combinations for yR7 and yR8. In experiments199
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where yR7 was imaged, we confirmed antagonistic inputs from its intra-ommatidial partner200

yR8 in the green range (>540 nm) but could not detect significant inhibition from pR8 or201

pR7 (Figure S2A-D). yR8 imaging confirmed antagonistic inputs from both p and y R7s in202

the UV range (<380 and <400, respectively), but no significant inhibition from pR8 was203

detected (Figure S2E-H).204

Lastly, we investigated the possible contribution of R1-6 to the wild type signals by205

rescuing NorpA in each photoreceptor type separately together with R1-6. We found no206

significant differences in paired rescues with R1-6 compared to the measured putative rhab-207

domeric responses (Figure S2I-P), and thus did not consider R1-6 contributions further in208

our analysis.209

Together, these experiments demonstrate that inter-ommatidial interactions contribute to210

the spectrally opponent signals that we measure at the output of R7 and R8 photoreceptors,211

in addition to the intra-ommatidial interactions previously identified. Therefore, inhibitory212

interactions between R7 and R8 are not confined within medulla columns. Rather, there213

is a larger set of interactions between columns in the medulla that shape the tuning of R7214

and R8 outputs, adding both additional spectral comparisons and a spatial dimension to215

opponent pathways.216

The horizontal cell-like Dm9 neuron mediates lateral, indirect opponency217

The fact that opponent responses in R7s and R8s are shaped by inhibitory interactions218

between pale and yellow ommatidia is reminiscent of the circuit architecture of vertebrates,219

where horizontal cells mediate center-surround inhibitory interactions (Thoreson and Man-220

gel, 2012). We thus hypothesized that inter-ommatidial inhibition in the fly medulla is221

similarly mediated by a horizontal cell-like interneuron in the circuit. The medulla interneu-222

ron in question should fulfill the following requirements: 1. be both pre- and post-synaptic223

to p/yR7s and p/yR8s, 2. span multiple columns (≥2) in the medulla, and 3. be excitatory224

to enable opponent interactions. Only one such neuron has been put forward by electron225

microscopy (EM) and RNAseq studies: Dm9 (Figure 4A) (Davis et al., 2018; Reiser et al.,226

2019; Takemura et al., 2013).227

Dm9 is a multi-columnar medulla neuron, spanning an average of seven columns and228
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Figure 4. The horizontal cell-like interneuron Dm9 mediates indirect spectral opponency. A.

Schematic of Dm9/photoreceptor connectivity. Dm9 is an excitatory interneuron spanning multiple medulla

columns shown to be both pre- and postsynaptic to R7/R8. B. Side view of a maximum projection of a

single Dm9 clone (R32E04-Gal4). Scale bar: 10µm C. Cross section view of a single Dm9 clone (pink),

photoreceptor terminals (blue), and yR7 terminals (green) shows a single Dm9 contacts both yellow and

pale ommatidia. Scale bar: 5µm D-F. Responses of Dm9 (R32E04-Gal4) to 0.5 second flashes of three

simulated wavelengths over a 10µE background with a flat spectrum. Responses to three luminant multiples

of each wavelength are shown (1x, 4x, and 8x). Solid lines represent the mean, shaded region represents 95%

confidence interval. Vertical dashed grey lines represent onset and offset of light presentation. Horizontal

dashed grey lines represent baseline fluorescence G. Dm9 spectral tuning curves corresponding to three

luminant multiples of each wavelength are shown (1x, 4x, and 8x). H. pR8 max-normalized spectral tuning

curves. Colored line represents pR8 responses in a Dm9-silenced background (R32E04-Gal4 driving UAS-

Kir2.1) N= 323 ROIs (6 flies). Dashed black lines represent log(q), black lines represent the wild type

responses, and the shaded regions represent the 95% confidence interval. I. pR8 max-normalized spectral

tuning curves. Colored line represents pR8 in a hiscl-,ort- mutant background where Ort was rescued in

Dm9 (R21A12-GaL4 driving UAS-Ort) N= 153 (6).

occupying distal medulla layers M1-M6 (Figure 4B). These cells tile in layers M2-M5 but229

overlap in M1 and M6 (Nern et al., 2015). The processes of Dm9 are in close proximity with230

R7 and R8 axons in these distal layers of the medulla (Figure S3A-B). EM reconstructions231

show a large number of synapses from R7 to Dm9 and from R8 to Dm9. EM reconstructions232

also show synapses from Dm9 back to both R7 and R8. Aside from R7/R8 themselves,233
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Dm9 is the main output of these photoreceptors and also constitutes 50% of the inputs back234

onto both photoreceptor types. In addition to R7 and R8, Dm9s receive indirect inputs235

from R1-6 through the lamina monopolar cell L3, as well as inputs from the amacrine cell236

Dm8 (Takemura et al., 2013). Dm9 has been proposed to be a glutamatergic neuron (Davis237

et al., 2018). Glutamate in flies can be both excitatory or inhibitory depending on the238

post-synaptically expressed receptor. The only known fly inhibitory glutamate receptor is239

GluCl1, which is not expressed in R7 or R8 (Davis et al., 2018). These instead express240

at least one ionotropic glutamate receptor Ekar, as well as CG11155, predicted to encode241

another ionotropic glutamate receptor.242

Given these properties, we hypothesized that Dm9 is the neuron responsible for indi-243

rect antagonistic interactions at the level of R7 and R8 outputs (both intra- and inter-244

ommatidial). To test this hypothesis, we first measured the spectral tuning of Dm9. We245

found that Dm9 is inhibited by a broad range of wavelengths spanning the whole spec-246

trum (Figure 4D-G). This is consistent with EM data showing that Dm9 gets inputs from247

all photoreceptor types. In addition to inhibition to light ON, Dm9 responds positively at248

light OFF, especially at high intensities of the stimulus. The origin of this OFF response is249

unclear, but could be due to L3 (Fisher et al., 2015).250

Next, we silenced the activity of Dm9 by expressing the inward-rectifying potassium chan-251

nel Kir2.1 in these neurons specifically (using two different Gal4 lines driving expression in252

Dm9; Figure S3A-B) , while imaging from pR8 axons. We chose this particular photorecep-253

tor type because it provides the clearest read-out of the effect of intra- or inter-ommatidial254

interactions. UV inhibition in pR8 is likely a combination of intra- and inter-ommatidial255

interactions, while long wavelength inhibition is due to inter-ommatidial interactions only.256

We therefore expected only a partial loss in UV opponency after Dm9 silencing, since direct257

intra-ommatidial inputs from pR7 should not be affected. Conversely, we expected complete258

loss of inhibition at the long wavelengths with complete Dm9 silencing, as we have shown259

that the source of these signals is purely inter-ommatidal.260

We found that when Dm9 activity is inhibited, the tuning of pR8 is indeed affected261

(Figure 4H; S3C). Inhibition is overall reduced compared to the spectral tuning in wild type262

flies, and the tuning of pR8 is no longer tri-lobed. These terminals show opponency in263
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the UV range (300-340 nm) compared to the calculated rhabdomeric response. However,264

opponency is lost in the green wavelength range (>500 nm). This result is consistent with265

Dm9 mediating inter-ommatidial interactions.266

In addition to these silencing experiments, we tested the role of Dm9 in this circuit267

by disrupting feed-forward inhibition from photoreceptor to Dm9 specifically. Schnaitmann268

et al. (2018) showed that direct axo-axonal inhibition is mediated by the histamine receptor269

HisCl1. RNAseq data confirms that HisCl1 is only expressed in photoreceptors, whereas the270

histamine receptor Ort is expressed in medulla neurons and not in photoreceptors (Davis271

et al., 2018). Therefore, histaminergic transmission to medulla neurons (including Dm9) is272

mediated by Ort. As expected, in a ort-, hiscl1- double mutant background we could not273

detect any inhibition in pR8 photoreceptors (Figure S3D). We then rescued ort expression274

exclusively in Dm9 neurons in this mutant background (Figure 4I). When imaging pR8 in275

these conditions, we found restored opponent waveforms both in the UV range (300-340276

nm) and the green range (>500 nm), showing that Dm9 is sufficient for mediating inter-277

ommatidial antagonism.278

Our data combined with known connectivity indicates that the horizontal cell Dm9 me-279

diates indirect intra- and inter-ommatidial inhibitory interactions.280

Opponent mechanisms at the level of R7 and R8 optimally decorrelate opsin281

sensitivities282

Our data shows that inter-ommatidial antagonism, in addition to previously described283

intra-ommatidial antagonism, shapes the responses of the outputs of R7 and R8 photore-284

ceptors. Additionally, we defined the circuit underlying the previously unidentified lateral285

interactions. What are the consequences of this dual circuit on spectral encoding? To an-286

swer this question, we performed comparisons of both calculated rhabdomeric responses and287

measured axonal responses. In order to do this analysis, we obtained a new dataset of spec-288

tral tuning measurements, in which measurements for all photoreceptor types were made289

with the same stimulus over a large range of intensities. We used a background with a flat290

spectrum at an intensity of 10µE with luminant multiples ranging over several orders of291

magnitude (Figure S1). The opponent waveforms we measure under these conditions are292
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Figure 5. Opponency optimally decorrelates signals along principal components. A-B. Compar-

isons between max-normalized tuning curves based on the calculated rhabdomeric responses (dashed lines)

and the measured tuning curves in R7 and R8 axons (solid lines) for the luminant multiple 4 in the flat

background (Figure S4). C. Correlation matrix comparing the calculated rhabdomeric responses of R7s and

R8s. D. Correlation matrix comparing the measured axonal responses in R7 and R8 outputs. E. Decom-

position of opsin spectral sensitivities using principal component analysis (PCA) yields four main principal

components. F. Percentage of the variance explained by each principal component. G. Spectral sensitivity

of PCA transformed channels.

consistent with our previous experiments (Figure S4).293

A clear consequence of opponency is a narrowing of the tuning of the responses in the294

medulla compared with their rhabdomeric responses (Figure 5A, B). To quantify this, we295

calculated correlation coefficients between the calculated rhabdomeric responses of R7 and296

R8 photoreceptors (Figure 5C) and between their measured axonal responses (Figure 5D).297
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As expected from the high degree of overlap between the spectral sensitivities of the four298

opsins expressed in R7 and R8 (Figure 1D), there is a high degree of correlation between299

the calculated rhabdomeric responses. This effect is particularly pronounced for spectrally300

consecutive opsins such as Rh3 and Rh4 (0.97), Rh4 and Rh5 (0.82), and Rh5 and Rh6301

(0.79). However, after antagonistic interactions have occurred in the medulla, we find that302

axonal responses of the different photoreceptor types become decorrelated (yR8 and pR8,303

yR7 and pR8) and in some cases, anti-correlated (pR7 and both R8s, yR7 and yR8).304

The responses we measured at the level of photoreceptor outputs vary along two main305

axes: one that compares UV and visible wavelengths (y/pR7s and yR8), and one that com-306

pares blue with UV + green wavelengths (Figure 5A, B). We asked whether these two axes307

of opponency were optimal for decorrelating the Drosophila opsin sensitivities, or whether308

other types of comparison would be better suited. Inspired by the Buchsbaum and Gottschalk309

(1983) study in humans, we decomposed the spectral sensitivities of Drosophila R7 and R8310

opsins using principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure 5E-G). The first principal com-311

ponent (PC) is achromatic, with equal loading for all opsin types, and it accounts for over312

half of the variance. Higher PCs therefore describe variance in the chromatic domain. The313

second PC opposes the two R7 opsins and the two R8 opsins, corresponding to comparison314

between the UV and the visible parts of the spectrum. The third PC opposes Rh5 and Rh3315

+ Rh6, which corresponds to a comparison between blue and UV + green. The last PC op-316

poses Rh3+Rh5 and Rh4+Rh6. The first two chromatic PCs together with the achromatic317

PC explain 97% of the variance. Interestingly, these two chromatic PCs broadly describe the318

two types of responses we measure at the output of R7 and R8: UV vs visible (observed in319

pR7/yR7 and yR8) and blue vs UV + green (observed in pR8). The first chromatic axis is320

supported by intra-ommatidial interactions, whereas the second chromatic axis necessitates321

inter-ommatidial interactions. The opponent responses encoded by the terminals of these322

photoreceptors are thus consistent with an optimal decomposition of the spectral sensitivities323

of the opsins they express.324
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Figure 6. Recurrent model of color opponency in R7 and R8 photoreceptors. A. Comparison

of different cross-validated R2 values using linear regression, the fully-parameterized recurrent model, the

synaptic count recurrent model, and the synaptic count + gain recurrent model. B. Comparison of BIC

values for the different iterations of the recurrent model. C. Distribution of R2 values using random weights

for the synaptic count + gain model. The dotted line indicates the 95th percentile of the distribution and

the solid colored line indicates the R2 value using the synaptic counts as weights. D. Predicted responses for

the different iterations of the recurrent model (colored), and the actual mean response of the photoreceptor

in question (black). E. Fitted gains for different neurons in the recurrent circuit for the synaptic count +

gain model. F. The predicted spectral filtering properties of the different photoreceptor outputs (solid line)

compared to the filtering properties of the rhodopsin they express (dashed line). G. The spectral filtering

properties for the predicted center and surround of the different photoreceptor outputs.

A recurrent model of early color circuits predicts spectrally opponent R7 and325

R8 outputs326

We next asked whether the circuit architecture we identified and tested experimentally327

can quantitatively reproduce the opponent responses we measure in R7 and R8 outputs. To328
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inform the construction of our model, we first tested the linearity of the system. Specifically,329

we asked if photoreceptor axonal outputs are linear with regard to their rhabdomeric inputs330

(i.e. log(q)). To test for linearity, we assessed two empirical measures: scalar invariance and331

additivity. The estimated zero-crossing points of the opponent tuning curves of R7s/R8s332

do not significantly change at different intensities of light measurements, showing scalar333

invariance within the bounds of our recording conditions (Figure S5A). To test for additivity,334

we measured the responses of photoreceptor outputs to wavelengths mixed in different ratios335

(see methods; Equation 8) and compared the responses to corresponding linear additions336

of the single wavelength responses. Figure S5B-F shows the results for mixtures between337

340/440 nm, 380/620 nm, 400/570 nm, 460/570 nm, and 320/530 nm at four different338

mixing ratios. The measured responses to the mixtures (filled circles) do not significantly339

differ from the linear predictions (shaded area). Therefore, the circuit under investigation340

behaves linearly within the range of stimuli used in this study.341

Because photoreceptors integrate rhabdomeric inputs linearly, we first performed a linear342

regression without biological constraints. We used the calculated rhabdomeric responses as343

independent variables to fit our amplitude measurements in the flat background condition344

(see methods; Equation 13). We found that comparisons between measured axonal responses345

and estimated responses based on linear regression fall on the unity line (Figure S5G-J), thus346

providing a good fit (Figure 6A). The unconstrained linear regression provides a benchmark347

for our next model which includes biological circuit constraints.348

We next built a linear recurrent network constrained by the connectivity and signs within349

this network (see methods; Equation 14). The overall architecture of the network consists350

of direct inhibitory connections between photoreceptors within a single ommatidium, and351

indirect connections via the excitatory interneuron Dm9. Dm9 receives inhibitory inputs352

from all four photoreceptors and feeds back onto all photoreceptors. We fit the steady state353

of this model to our measured amplitudes (see methods; Equation 16). When constrained by354

this architecture, our model has goodness-of-fits comparable to the unconstrained linear re-355

gression, even though the fully-parameterized recurrent model uses fewer parameters (Figure356

6A). Our model also provides fitted tuning curves that closely approximate the opponency357

we observe in our data (Figure 6D). This shows that our proposed circuit is mathemati-358
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cally plausible given our measured responses, while also providing a biological constraint359

consistent with our experimental observations.360

Finally, we aimed at further constraining the model by using synaptic counts obtained361

by EM reconstructions as a proxy for synaptic weights (Reiser et al., 2019; Takemura et al.,362

2015). To compare the performance of the different models, we calculated the Bayesian363

information criterion (BIC) (see methods; Equation 9), which provides a metric that balances364

the overall error with the number of parameters in the model (a lower BIC value is preferred).365

The “parameter-free” model, which we refer to as the synaptic count model, qualitatively366

predicts our data, as seen in the tuning curves it produces (Figure 6D). However, it does367

not quantitatively perform as well as the fully parameterized model (Figure 6A, B). This is368

likely due to the fact that in this synaptic count model, we make the explicit assumption369

that the gains of the different neurons in the circuit are equal, which is not necessarily370

biologically plausible. We therefore fitted our data to a model that includes fitted gain371

parameters for each of the photoreceptors and Dm9 separately, keeping synaptic counts as372

synaptic weights for the connections between neurons. We refer to this as the synaptic count373

+ gain model. The gain parameters we obtain are similar between photoreceptor types, and374

larger for Dm9 (Figure 6E). This model performs just as well as the fully parameterized375

model, both qualitatively and quantitatively (Figure 6A, B, D). As a control, we replaced376

the weights in our model with randomly drawn sample weights 10,000 times, and created a377

distribution of R2 values (Figure 6C). We found that using the synaptic count for our weights378

results in a significantly better performance than when using random weights. Therefore,379

the synaptic count data retrieved from EM gives a non-random estimate of input strength380

to photoreceptors.381

We used the synaptic count + gain model to predict the spectral sensitivities of photore-382

ceptor outputs, not only to a full-field stimulus, corresponding to our experimental paradigm,383

but also to spectrally varying stimuli in the center and the Dm9-mediated surround sepa-384

rately. In Figure 6F, we used our model to predict the full-field spectral filtering properties385

of each photoreceptor. These filtering properties reflect our experimental tuning curves, but386

also predict the response of photoreceptors to arbitrary spectral distributions. In Figure387

6G, we modeled the sensitivities of the center and the surround separately. We found that388
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sensitivities in the center are in all cases bi-lobed, corresponding to comparisons between the389

UV part of the spectrum and the visible part, as expected. Additionally, we found that the390

sensitivities of the surround are broadband and strongest between 350 nm and 500 nm. The391

predictions made by our model lay the groundwork for future experiments in which spatially392

patterned stimuli can be used to further explore how this circuit processes information both393

spatially and spectrally.394

Discussion395

In this work, we report the spectral tuning of wavelength-specific R7 and R8 photore-396

ceptor outputs in the visual system of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster. We find that397

each R7 and R8 output displays distinct spectrally opponent properties to full field presen-398

tations of light. p and yR7 are both activated by UV light and inhibited by visible light,399

with shifted sensitivities. pR8s are activated by blue and inhibited by both UV and long400

wavelength green light. yR8s are activated by visible wavelengths and inhibited by UV.401

These signals are a consequence of a dual circuit: one that consists of reciprocal inhibition402

between R7 and R8 from the same ommatidum, and another that supports lateral inhibitory403

interactions between R7s and R8s from neighboring ommatidia. We show that the latter is404

mediated by the horizontal-cell-like Dm9 neuron, which both gets inputs from and feeds back405

onto all R7 and R8 photoreceptor types. Interestingly, a consequence of this dual circuit is406

optimal decorrelation of photoreceptor signals. We built an anatomically constrained linear407

recurrent model which describes our findings and shows that synaptic count is a quantitative408

predictor of circuit function. We also predict the spatio-chromatic receptive field structure409

of each photoreceptor using our mathematical model.410

Both intra- and inter-ommatidial antagonistic interactions contribute to the411

spectral tuning of R7 and R8 photoreceptors412

At the circuit level, the spectral tuning properties of R7 and R8 outputs are a consequence413

of the superposition of two types of antagonistic interactions: reciprocal inhibition between414

R7 and R8 of the same ommatidial-type (Schnaitmann et al., 2018), enabling UV vs visible415

comparison at one point in space, and inter-ommatidial interactions between R7 and R8416
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from neighboring ommatidia, allowing for additional comparisons to be made in the spectral417

domain (e.g. blue vs green) by comparing photon catches at different points in space.418

We found that the indirect interactions are mediated by the interneuron Dm9. EM419

describes the connectivity of Dm9 as both pre- and postsynaptic to photoreceptors, making420

it the equivalent of horizontal cells in the mammalian retina. Its main direct inputs are from421

both p and y R7s and R8s. Based on synaptic count, Dm9 also receives a small number of422

indirect inputs from R1-6 through the lamina monopolar cell L3, and even fewer inputs from423

the amacrine-like neuron Dm8, a postsynaptic partner of R7 photoreceptors. According424

to this connectivity, we were expecting to find functional evidence for inhibition from all425

R7/R8s as well as from R1-6 onto all R7/R8s. However, under our recording conditions,426

we could only measure a subset of these. All the combinations where we could not detect427

inhibition correspond to interactions from p onto y subtypes (pR7 onto yR7, pR8 onto yR8428

and pR8 onto yR7). The only such interaction that we could detect was from pR7 onto yR8,429

which express opsins with the most disparate spectral sensitivity. We hypothesize that the430

lack of detectable inhibition is likely a combined effect of the substantial overlap of the opsin431

sensitivities in the range of our measurements, and the lower ratio of p vs y ommatidia in432

the fly eye, together leading to activation of the imaged photoreceptor overcoming inhibition433

from surrounding photoreceptors in our measurements. In addition, we could not detect a434

contribution of R1-6 to the responses of R7/R8s. This could be due to the same issue of435

overlap, combined with the relatively smaller strength of R1-6 inputs onto Dm9. It has also436

been shown that there are gap junction between R1-6 and R8 (Wardill et al., 2012), which437

may mitigate the inhibitory effect of R1-6 photoreceptors onto R8. It is possible that the438

stimulus composition will affect these functional interactions between photoreceptor types439

and that in some condition of illumination these interactions contribute more to the outputs440

of R7 and R8.441

Spectral opponency optimally decorrelates photoreceptor output signals442

Theories of efficient coding postulate that the purpose of the early visual system is to443

compress redundant information and remove noise prior to neural transmission (Atick and444

Redlich, 1992; Barlow, 1961). Redundancy stems from correlations that occur extrinsically,445
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in the statistics of natural scenes (chromatically, spatially and temporally), but also in-446

trinsically, produced by the strong spectral overlap of photoreceptors’ opsin sensitivities.447

One well-known way of removing these correlations is via a linear decomposition (Atick and448

Redlich, 1992; Barlow, 1961; Buchsbaum and Gottschalk, 1983). In accordance with this,449

we showed that the photoreceptor outputs of Drosophila perform a linear transformation on450

the inputs that orthogonalizes photoreceptor responses (decorrelation) and creates opposing,451

near-symmetric chromatic channels (strong anti-correlation). pR7/yR7s and yR8s compare452

the UV vs the visible part of the spectrum (all crossing over between 380-430 nm), forming453

near-mirror images of each other. pR8s are the only photoreceptors with a three-lobed sen-454

sitivity, comparing blue to both UV and green. Using PCA analysis, we found that these455

axes of opponency, which are a result of both intra- and inter-ommatidial antagonism, are456

optimally suited to decorrelate opsins sensitivities - a feature shared with trichromatic pri-457

mate retinas (Buchsbaum and Gottschalk, 1983). However, spectral decorrelation is likely458

not the only goal, as pR7, yR7, and yR8 photoreceptors all encode spectral inputs along459

the UV-vs-visible axes. The absolute value of the correlation coefficients of pR7-yR8 and460

yR7-yR8 outputs are actually larger than the absolute value of their predicted correlation461

coefficients at the level of the retina. Such redundancy may serve to deal with noise in the462

system, so that visual stimuli along the UV-vs-visible axis can be robustly encoded. This463

circuitry could effectively support behaviors that depend on differences between short and464

long wavelengths.465

A circuit constrained recurrent model predicts R7 and R8 spectrally opponent466

outputs with complex spatio-chromatic receptive fields467

By building an anatomically constrained model of the underlying circuit, we showed that468

the circuit architecture we identify can quantitatively produce the signals we measure at the469

level of R7 and R8 outputs. We further constrained our model using synaptic counts obtained470

from EM. Synaptic count data has been previously used to gain intuition about which inputs471

to a given neuron are likely strongest (Scheffer and Meinertzhagen, 2019). However, it was472

not clear whether synaptic count could be used more quantitatively to predict function.473

Using our model, we showed that synaptic count is both a good qualitative and quantitative474
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estimate of synaptic strength. This result demonstrates that, at least in this type of hard-475

wired sensory circuit, synaptic count provides useful information for understanding circuit476

function.477

We used our biologically constrained model to make predictions of the responses of pho-478

toreceptor outputs to untested visual stimuli. Our model predicts that the result of this dual479

opponent system is a spatio-chromatic receptive field for each photoreceptor output with a480

UV vs visible color-opponent center and an antagonistic achromatic surround (Figure 6F).481

The size of the center is predicted to correspond to one ommatidial angle, or ∼5 degrees.482

The size of the surround is likely determined by the columnar extent of the horizontal cell483

Dm9, which has been found to span on average 7 columns (Nern et al., 2015), corresponding484

to 35 total degrees in visual space (with a width of ∼15 degrees). As in the case of mam-485

malian horizontal cells, electrical synapses may increase receptive field size and possibly be486

modulated by illumination conditions (Zhang et al., 2013). Due to the limitations of our487

current visual stimulus system, these receptive fields were not tested experimentally. Moving488

forward, a patterned chromatic visual stimulus will enable direct measurements of receptive489

field sizes and spectral properties, and enable testing of the predictions of our model.490

Functional implications491

The Dm9-mediated, inter-ommatidial circuit that we describe here can be directly com-492

pared to mechanisms that establish opponency in the retina of trichromatic primates. There,493

midget cells compare photon catches between M and L cones, creating a red-green opponent494

axis. This opponent channel is thought to be established through non-selective wiring of H1495

horizontal cells with M and L cones (Crook et al. 2011; Lennie et al. 1991; but see Lee et al.496

2012). In the fovea, each midget ganglion cell receives inputs from a single M or L cone at its497

center, and a mixture of M and L cones in its surround. This so-called “private line” circuitry498

supports both high acuity and cone opponency, resulting in multiplexed signals capturing499

both high-resolution achromatic stimuli that isolate the center and low-spatial resolution500

chromatic stimuli that engage both center and surround (Atick et al., 1992; Derrico and501

Buchsbaum, 1991). The ambiguity between these multiplexed signals may be resolved by502

differential processing into two downstream pathways, which preserve either chromatic sig-503
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natures at the expense of spatial information, or vice versa. This diversity of processing leads504

to blobs and inter-blobs in the visual cortex, where chromatic and achromatic information505

about the visual scene are encoded, respectively (Livingstone and Hubel, 1984; Tootell et al.,506

1988).507

The circuit we describe at the level of photoreceptor outputs is similar to the foveal508

midget pathway: it is horizontal-cell-mediated, samples the center at one point in space,509

samples the surround randomly from the distribution of opsins in the eye, and creates spa-510

tially and spectrally opponent responses. However, there are two main differences in the fly.511

First, because the surround samples from both R7s and R8s, its sensitivity is predicted to512

encompass the whole light spectrum available to the fly independent of its p/y composition.513

Various p/y compositions would only result in deviations at the shorter and longer tails of514

the wavelength spectrum. Second, and most importantly, the center itself has spectrally515

opponent properties, supported by direct axo-axonal synapses between R7 and R8 from the516

same ommatidium. This type of center-surrround arrangement results in the complex recep-517

tive fields we model with a UV vs visible center and an antagonistic broadband surround.518

R7 and R8 photoreceptor signals thus also convey multiplexed information, which could be519

differentially processed downstream in a manner analogous to the midget pathway. However,520

because of the additional spectral opponency in the center of the receptive field, signals in the521

fruit fly would be separated into a high-resolution chromatic pathway and a low-resolution522

chromatic pathway. In addition, because they are active in daylight, R1-6 provide inputs to523

an achromatic high-resolution pathway.524

Unlike the simple eye of mammals, the compound eye of the fly is not subject to the525

limitations of optical aberration. It thus has the capacity to build a chromatic comparison526

system that operates at the full resolution of the eye, equivalent to the resolution of achro-527

matic pathways. It uses an insect specific circuit architecture that is well suited to extract528

chromatic information for small target visual stimuli, at a scale equivalent to the resolution529

of the fly eye (∼5 degrees). Additionally, the fly uses a horizontal-cell-mediated circuit based530

on lateral interactions, similar to the one used in primates. This system allows for further531

chromatic comparisons to be made, like the one we measured between the blue and green532

parts of the spectrum. By pooling signals in space, the horizontal cell pathway may increase533
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sensitivity of responses to small chromatic differences. This circuit architecture is well tuned534

to extract chromatic information for large target visual stimuli. Overall, the dual circuit that535

exists at the level of R7 and R8 outputs combines an insect specific circuit motif, which could536

enable chromatic vision at the full resolution of the fly eye, and an evolutionarily convergent537

center-surround circuit motif, which could allow for lower spatial resolution chromatic vision538

with extended spectral resolution.539
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Methods686

Genetics687

w+ flies were reared on standard molasses-based medium at 25°C - 28°C. The rhodopsin688

drivers used for imaging photoreceptors Rh3-Gal4 and Rh6-Gal (Cook et al., 2003) along689

with Rh4-Gal4 and Rh5-Gal4 (Saint-Charles et al., 2016) were expressed heterozygously690

along with 20X-UAS-GCamp6f, also expressed heterozygously (Bloomington stock center:691

52869). Dm9 cells were targeted for imaging, staining and silencing using both the R21A12-692

Gal4 or the R32E04-Gal4 drivers (Bloomington stock center: 48925 and 49717). Silencing693

was performed using UAS-Kir2.1 constructs (made and gifted by by Daisuke Hattori), and694

imaging with Rh5-LexA (Vasiliauskas et al., 2011) (gift from Claude Desplan). Photo-695

transduction rescue experiments were performed usingnorpa- and UAS-NorpA1 or UAS-696

NorpA2 constructs (Wernet et al., 2012) (gifts from Mathias Wernet). Ort rescue ex-697

periments were performed in a hiscl134ort1 background citep (gift from Mathias Wernet),698

heterozygous with hiscl134ort1cry02 (Alejevski et al., 2019) by also expressing a UAS-ort699

construct (Alejevski et al., 2019) (both gifts from Francois Rouyer). For immunostain-700

ing, UAS-mCD8 (gift from Claude Desplan) or UAS-GCaMP6f (Bloomington stock center:701

BL42747) constructs were used to label cell types of interest. For clones, hs-FLPG5.PEST702

and 10XUAS(FRT)myr::smGdP-V5/FLAG/HA-10XUAS(FRT) constructs were used (Bloom-703

ington Stock center 64085) as well as Rh4-LacZ (Nern et al., 2015) (Gift from Claude Des-704

plan).705

Two-Photon Calcium Imaging706

Imaging was conducted with a two-photon microscope (Bruker) controlled by PrairieView707

5.4 and a mode-locked, dispersion compensated laser (Spectraphysics) tuned to 930 nm.708

We imaged with a 20x water-immersion objective (Olympus XLUMPLFLN, 1.0 numerical709

aperture). In front of the photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu GaAsP), we mounted a band-710

pass filter (Semrock 514/30 nm BrightLine) to reduce bleed-through from the visual stimulus711

setup. T-Series were acquired at 15-30Hz and lasted for a maximum of eight minutes with712

each frame at x-y imaging being 145x90 pixels.713
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All experimental animals for functional imaging were briefly anaesthetized using carbon714

dioxide on the day of eclosion, and imaged at ages ranging from 3-13 days. Flies were715

prepared for two-photon imaging based on methods previously described (Behnia et al.,716

2014). Flies were anesthetized using ice, and mounted in a custom stainless-steel/3D-printed717

holder. A window was cut in the cuticle on the caudal side of the head to expose the medulla,718

where the axons of photoreceptors could be imaged. The eyes of the of the fly remained face719

down under the holder, and remained dry while viewing the visual stimuli, while the upper720

part of the preparation was covered with saline. The saline composition was as follows (in721

mM): 103 NaCl, 3 KCl, 5 n−tri(hydroxymethyl)methyl−1Aminoethane−sulphonic acid,722

8 trehalose, 10 glucose, 26 NaHCO3, 1 NaH2PO4, 1.5 CaCl2, and 4 MgCl2, adjusted to723

270mOsm. The pH of the saline was equilibrated near 7.3 when bubled with 95% O2 / 5%724

CO2 and perfused continuously over the preparation at 2 ml/min. The imaging region of725

interest was limited to the region of the medulla photoreceptors are directly activated by726

stimuli. The dorsal third of they eye was covered with black acrylic paint. Calcium responses727

were stable throughout imaging.728

Immunohistochemistry729

Immunostainings were done as described by Morante and Desplan (2011) with some730

modifications. Adult flies were anesthetized on ice. Brains were dissected in PBS and fixed731

in 4% formaldehyde for 35 minutes on ice. Brains were incubated at 4°C overnight with the732

following primary antibodies: sheep anti-GFP (1:500, AbD Serotec), rat anti-DN-cadherin733

(1:50, DSHB) and mouse anti-chaoptin (1:50, DSHB) diluted in PBST (0.3% TritonX-100 in734

PBS). Secondary antibodies were incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. Images were735

acquired using an Nikon A1R Confocal Microscope.736

To obtain Dm9 clones, 2-3 day old flies were heat shocked for 3 minutes at 3°C and737

dissected 2 days later. Dm9 clones were labeled with the FLAG epitope tag using the738

primary antibody rat anti-DYKDDDDK (1:200, NBP1). Yellow R7 photoreceptors were739

labeled with an Rh4-LacZ reporter construct and the primary antibody rabbit anti-beta-740

galactosidase (1:2000, MBP).741
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Visual Stimulation742

Hardware743

We produced full-field wavelength-specific stimuli using a customized setup (Figure 1C).744

The setup consists of six LEDs in the UV and visible wavelength range (ThorLabs M340L4745

- dUV/340nm; M365L2 - UV/360nm; M415L4 - violet/415nm; M455L3 - blue/455nm;746

M565L3 - lime/565nm; M617L3 - orange/615nm). A customized driver drove the five LEDs747

from dUV to lime. These LEDs turned on during the return period of the x-scanning mirror748

in the two-photon microscope (fly-back stimulation). We used the TTL signal generated749

by the two-photon microscope at the beginning of each line-scan of the horizontal scanning750

mirror (x-mirror) to trigger the LED driver. An individual T-Cube (Thorlabs LEDD1B751

T-Cube) drove the orange LED. Stimuli were generated using customized software written752

in Python. The update rate for the LED voltage values was 180Hz.753

The different light sources were focused with an aspheric condenser lens (ThorLabs754

ACL2520U-A) and aligned using dichroic mirrors (dUV-UV dichroic - Semrock LPD01-755

355RU; UV-violet dichroic - Semrock FF414-Di01; violet-blue dichroic - Semrock Di02-R442;756

blue-lime dichroic - Semrock FF495-Di03; lime-orange dichroic - Semrock FF605-Di02). The757

collimated light passed through a diffuser (ThorLabs DG10-1500A) before reaching the eye758

of the fly.759

Intensity calibration760

In order to measure the intensity of our LEDs across many voltage outputs, we used a761

photo-spectrometer (250-1000 nm, Ocean Optics) that was coupled by an optic fiber and762

a cosine corrector and was controlled using our customized Python software. The photo-763

spectrometer was mounted on a 3D printed holder that was designed to fit on our experi-764

mental rig and approximately aligned with the fly’s point of view. For each LED, we tested765

a total of 40 voltage values (linearly separated) from the minimum voltage output to the766

maximum voltage output. For each voltage value tested, we adjusted the integration time767

to fit the LED intensity measured, and averaged over 20 reads to remove shot noise.768

Using the spectrometer output, we calculated the absolute irradiance (Ip(λ); inW/m2/nm)769
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LED UV-dominant blue-dominant flat background

dUV < 10−4 < 10−4 1.08

UV 1.0 < 10−4 1.35

violet < 10−4 < 10−4 1.69

blue < 10−4 0.2 1.40

lime < 10−4 < 10−4 2.61

orange < 10−4 < 10−4 1.88

Table S1. Background light intensities. Different background light intensities used for the different

stimulus conditions. Related to Figure 1-6.

across wavelengths using the following equation:770

Ip(λ) = Cp(λ)
Sp(λ)−Dp(λ)

∆t · A · 100
(1)

where Cp(λ) is the calibration data provided by Ocean Optics (µJ/count), Sp(λ) is the771

sample spectrum (counts), Dp(λ) is the dark spectrum (counts), ∆t is the integration time772

(s), and A is the collection area (cm2).773

Next, we converted absolute irradiance to photon flux (Eq; in µE/nm):774

Ep(λ) =
Ip(λ) · c · λ
h ·NA · 106

(2)

where h·c
λ

is the energy of a photon with h as Planck’s constant (6.63 · 10−34 J · s), c as775

the speed of light (2.998 · 108m/s), and λ the wavelength (nm). NA is Avogadro’s number776

(6.022 · 1023mol−1).777

Stimulus Design778

Each stimulation protocol had 10-20 seconds before and after the stimulation period in779

order to measure baseline fluorescence (fluorescence to background light).780

The intensities of each LED for the different background conditions are shown in table S1.781

Flies were adapted to the differenct background lights for approximately 5 minutes before782

the start of the recording. For the flat background condition, we chose the intensities of the783

LEDs by fitting the following equation:784

min
{
‖Lx− b‖2, l ≤ x ≤ u

}
(3)
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where L is a matrix of the normalized LED intensities across wavelengths (each row is a785

different wavelength and each column is a different LED), x is a vector of corresponding786

LED intensities to fit, and b is the background spectrum across wavelengths (i.e. a flat787

spectrum with an overall intensity of 10 µE). x is bounded by the minimum l and maximum788

u intensity each LED can reach. The minimum intensity is zero for all LEDs, and the789

maximum intensities are (in µE): dUV - 11.7, UV - 21.7, violet - 17.0, blue - 16.4, lime -790

18.7, and orange - 145.1.791

We wanted to show different single Gaussian wavelengths between 320-620 nm with a792

standard deviation of 10 nm on top of our background (i.e. add these single wavelengths to793

our background light) (Figure 1F). We also wanted to show these single wavelengths across794

different intensities. To do this, we built a simple model of opsin photon capture.795

The absolute photon capture of an opsin (i.e. the number of photons absorbed) given796

any spectral stimulus at a specific intensity can be calculated as follows (Kelber et al., 2003;797

Renoult et al., 2017):798

Qi = Ci

∫
Si(λ)I(λ)dλ (4)

where Qi is the absolute photon capture of opsin i, Ci is the absolute sensitivity of opsin i, Si799

is the relative spectral sensitivity of opsin i, and I is the spectrum of light entering the eye.800

Equation 4 implies that the identity of a photon is lost upon absorption by a photoreceptor801

(i.e. the principle of univariance). As the scaling factor Ci is usually unknown, the relative802

photon capture can be calculated instead assuming von Kries chromatic adaptation (Kelber803

and Osorio, 2010; von Kries, 1904; Renoult et al., 2017):804

qi =
Qi

Qb
i

(5)

where qi is the relative photon capture of opsin i, and Qb
i is the absolute photon capture of805

opsin i for the background illuminant.806

For our six LEDs, we can calculate the normalized relative capture across the fly opsins:807

808

A = SL� p (6)

where A is a matrix corresponding to the relative photon capture of each opsin for each809

LED (opsin× LED), S is a matrix of the relative spectral sensitivities for all opsins across810
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wavelengths (opsin × wavelength), L is a matrix of the normalized LED intensities across811

wavelengths (wavelength × LED), and p is a vector of the absolute capture for all opsins812

for the background spectrum. � signifies element-wise division.813

To emulate our desired stimuli using our six LEDs, we first calculate the relative photon814

capture of each opsin present in the fly eye given the desired stimulus. This gives us a vector815

q. Given A from equation 6, we find the optimal intensities for each LED to match our816

desired q as follows:817

min
{
‖w � (f (Ax)− f (q)) ‖2, l ≤ x ≤ u

}
(7)

where x is a vector of corresponding LED intensities to fit, w is a weighting factor for818

each opsin, and f is a link function (i.e. the identity for the single wavelength dominant819

backgrounds and the log for the flat background). The weighting factor w was 1 for all opsins820

in the case of the single wavelength dominant backgrounds, and 1 for all opsins, except 0.1821

for rh1, in the case of the flat background. The lower (l) bound on x corresponds to the822

background intensity of each LED, as we desired to add a spectrum on top of the background.823

The upper (u) bound on x correspond to the maximum intensity each LED can reach. �824

signifies element-wise multiplication.825

We used a total of three stimulus sets. The accuracy of our fitting procedure is shown in826

Figure S1G-R. Each individual stimulus (i.e. each simulated wavelength or wavelength mix-827

ture) lasted 0.5 seconds with a 1.5 second period between stimuli. The background intensity828

values are shown in Table S1. Our UV-dominant and blue-dominant background was used829

to test the existence of color opponency in R7s and R8s, respectively. Both stimulus sets830

had a total of 16 wavelengths that were tested spanning 320 to 620 nm, and each stimulus831

was repeated three times. In the case of the UV-dominant background, each wavelength was832

fitted using an intensity that was 5 times bigger than the total background intensity (i.e. a833

luminant multiple of 5). In the case of the blue-dominant background, the wavelengths were834

a luminant multiple of 15. In the case of the UV-dominant background, we discarded the sim-835

ulated wavelengths 480, 500, and 520 nm, because the dUV LED is on for these longer fitted836

simulated wavelengths; the algorithm was trying to fit the relative capture of the broadband837

rh1 opsin (Figure S1A, G, M). In the case of the blue-dominant background, we discarded838
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the wavelengths 360 and 440 nm, because the green and orange LED is on respectively for839

these shorter fitted simulated wavelengths; the algorithm was trying to fit the relative cap-840

ture of the broadband rh1 opsin (Figure 1B, H, N). To avoid this issue during fitting of the841

flat background stimuli, the error for the rh1 capture is weighted differently (Equation 7).842

This is reasonable considering R1-6 photoreceptors do not contribute significantly to R7 and843

R8 photoreceptor responses (Figure S2M-Q).844

For the flat background our single wavelengths included: 320 nm, 340 nm, 360 nm, 380845

nm, 400 nm, 420 nm, 440 nm, 460 nm, 500 nm, 530 nm, 570 nm, 620 nm. We tested luminant846

multiples of 0.2, 1, 4, and 8. We also mixed the wavelengths 340 nm and 440 nm, 380 nm and847

620 nm, 320 nm and 530 nm, 460 nm and 570 nm, and 400 nm and 570 nm. As predicted848

rhabdomeric responses correspond to the log of the relative photon capture (Figure 2B-E),849

we mixed wavelengths in the following way to test for linearity:850

log(qmix) = p log(qwl1) + (1− p) log(qwl2)

qmix = qpwl1 · q
1−p
wl2

(8)

where qmix is the calculated relative capture for the mixture of wavelengths, p is the pro-851

portion of wavelength wl1, qwl1 is the calculated capture of wavelength wl1, and qwl2 is the852

calculated capture of wavelength wl2. Using Equation 7, we fit the calculated captures for853

the mixture of wavelengths, as we did for the single wavelengths. For testing linearity of our854

responses, we used the mixtures at the luminant multiple of 1, as it provided good fits in855

our regression (see Figure S1D, J, P, S-W) and large calcium responses (see Figure S4 and856

Figure S5B-F).857

For any analysis and modeling work, we used the calculated relative capture after fitting858

and not the target relative capture, we were aiming to simulate.859

Quantification of Imaging Data860

All data analysis for in vivo calcium imaging was performed in Python using custom-861

made Python code and publicly available libraries. To correct our calcium movies for motion862

we performed rigid translations based on template alignment using the algorithm provided by863

the CaImAn package (Giovannucci et al., 2019). As a template for rigid motion correction,864
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we used the average projection of the first ten seconds of every calcium movie during which865

we did not show any visual stimuli.866

Image Segmentation867

Region of interestes (ROIs) were selected automatically using a custom-made approach868

and verified manually. A standard deviation projection was taken of the complete image869

stack. We thresholded the projected image in three ways to identify pixels that are certainly870

part of a ROI, certainly part of the background, and possibly part of a ROI. These thresh-871

olded images were used to identify connected components (i.e. individual ROIs). Next, we872

applied a watershed transformation to obtain the individual ROIs. We discarded any ROIs873

of fewer than 5 pixels.874

Signal Extraction875

To extract calcium traces from our segmented images, we first took the average fluores-876

cence of each ROI at each time point. We subtracted the mean background fluorescence -877

the mean fluorescence of all pixels that do not belong to any ROI - from each trace to remove878

background noise. To calculate the dF/F signal, we use as a baseline for our denoised traces879

the 5th percentile of a rolling 30 second time window. Finally, we smooth our dF/F signal880

with a Gaussian filter of size 0.32 seconds and a standard deviation of 0.08 seconds. We881

discarded ROIs, where the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio was smaller than 1.5. The SNR882

was defined as the standard deviation of the signal during stimulation over the standard883

deviation of the signal before and after the start of stimulation (SNR = σstim/σbaseline).884

Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs)885

dF/F traces were aligned to the stimulus start times and averaged for each ROI. Ampli-886

tude measurements were taken on these averaged PSTHs for each ROI. As each stimulus was887

0.5 seconds long amplitudes were calculated by taking the average dF/F response between888

0.42 and 0.5 seconds after the stimulus onset and subtracting the average dF/F response889

0.15 to 0.05 seconds before stimulus onset (i.e. the baseline). The max-dF/F signal of the890

spectral tuning curves was calculated by dividing the mean across all ROIs of the wavelength891

with the maximum response.892
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Signal sorting893

In the case of the double NorpA rescues, we needed to sort our individual ROIs. To894

do this, we fitted the data to the log of the relative photon capture of the opsin each895

photoreceptor expresses. For example, in the case of the pR8 and yR8 NorpA rescues, we896

fitted each ROI to the log of the relative photon capture of Rh5 and Rh6 separately. Next,897

we assigned each ROI to the cell type according to which fit explained more of the variance.898

In our example, if the Rh5 fit is better than the Rh6 fit for a ROI, that ROI is a putative899

pR8 axon.900

Statistics901

For all PSTHs and tuning curves, we show the empirically-bootstrapped 95% confidence902

interval to indicate significance. To obtain these intervals, we randomly resampled from our903

data 1000 times and recalculated the mean. Next, we took the 2.5% and 97.5% percentile904

of our 1000 samples.905

We calculated the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as follows:906

BIC = n ln(r/n) + k ln(n) (9)

wheren n is the number of data points, r is the sum of the squares of residuals (deviations907

predicted from actual empirical values of data), and k is the number of parameters in the908

model.909

Data for Spectral Sensitivities910

We obtained the spectral sensitivities for the opsins Rh3, Rh4, Rh5, and Rh6 from911

Salcedo et al. (1999). We fit the raw sensitivities to the following equation (Govardovskii912

et al., 2000):913

S(λ) = (e69.7·(0.8795+0.0459e−(λmax−300)2/11940− λ
λmax

)

+ e28·(0.922−
λ

λmax
)

+ e−14.9·(1.104− λ
λmax

)

+ 0.674)−1

(10)

where λ is the wavelength, λmax is the peak wavelength, and S is the fitted spectral914

sensitivity.915
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Correlation Coefficients and Principal Components916

To calculate the correlation coefficients of actual and predicted responses and obtain917

principal components of our spectral sensitivities, we first calculated the covariance matrix918

(Σ). For the spectral sensitivities, we calculated the covariance using a uniform Fourier919

frequency power spectrum as in Buchsbaum and Gottschalk (1983). For our predicted and920

actual responses, we calculated the covariance as follows:921

Σ = YTY (11)

where Y are the responses of the different cell types across stimuli (stimulus×cell−type).922

We calculate the correlation coefficient matrix (C), as follows:923

C =
Σ√

diag(Σ)diag(Σ)T
(12)

In order to decompose the opsin spectral sensitivities, we simply eigendecompose the924

covariance Σ to obtain eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This is equivalent to principal com-925

ponent analysis (PCA), where the eigenvectors correspond to the different components and926

the eigenvalues are proportional to the explained variance for each component. To construct927

principal component spectral sensitivity curves, we took the dot product of the opsins’ spec-928

tral sensitivities (wavelength× opsin) and the eigenvectors (opsin× component).929

Linear Regression930

To assess chromatic tuning of our responses, we fit a linear regression model to our data:931

r = Xβ (13)

where r is the average amplitude response of a neuron type to the various stimuli in932

the flat background condition, X is the input space (i.e. the log(q) for each stimulus),933

and β are the associated weights for each input feature. Fitting was performed using 4-934

fold cross-validation. To improve numerical stability during the fitting procedure without935

biasing the end result, fitting was performed on a “whitened” input space (PCA whitening).936

After fitting, parameters were transformed back into “unwhitened” space. In order to assess937
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goodness of fit for the different inputs, we calculated the 4-fold cross-validated R2 values for938

each input space.939

Linear regressions that include intra-ommatidial R7/R8 opsin pairs together with at940

least one additional opsin type provide better fits than when exclusively considering intra-941

ommatidial R7/R8 opsin pairs as independent variables (Figure S5K-N). This is most obvious942

in the case of pR7 and pR8. These regressions are consistent with findings that both intra-943

and inter-ommatidial interactions shape opponent responses in R7/R8.944

Circuit Modeling945

Given the hypothesized circuit architecture, we built a linear recurrent model described946

by the following equations:947

τr
dr

dt
= −r−Wr + yee+ log(q) (14)

τe
de

dt
= −e− yi

T r (15)

where r is a vector of the responses of the photoreceptor axons, W is the connectivity948

matrix for the direct inhibitory connections, τ is the time constant, ye is a vector of the949

synaptic weight from Dm9 back to each photoreceptor, e is the response of Dm9, q is the950

relative photon capture, yi is the synaptic weights from the photoreceptors to Dm9. All951

weights are positive, and the inhibitory or excitatory nature of the synapse is indicated by952

the sign.953

We can simplify the above equation by setting de
dt

= 0, dr
dt

= 0 (i.e. steady-state condition),954

so that:955

(I + W + yeyi
T ) · r = log(q) (16)

where I is the identity matrix. Using Equation 16, we fit the model to all our flat956

background data using least-squares and cross-validated our fits 4-fold.957

The EM synaptic count proportions, we used, are in Table S2 (Reiser et al., 2019; Take-958

mura et al., 2013). To normalize synaptic counts, we divided the synaptic count by the total959

number of synapses for each neuron. To change the gains of individual neurons using these960
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Input proportions to photoreceptors

Photoreceptor direct input Dm9 input

pR7 0.5 0.5

yR7 0.5 0.5

pR8 0.5 0.5

yR8 0.5 0.5

Input proportions to Dm9

pR7 input yR7 input pR8 input yR8 input

0.21 0.14 0.32 0.33

Table S2. Synaptic count proportions for the different neurons in the recurrent circuit. Related

to Figure 6.

fixed weights (synaptic count + gain model), we fit the Dm9 gain c and the photoreceptor961

gains a in the following equation using least squares:962

(I + W + c · yeyi
T ) · (a� r) = log(q) (17)

To compare synaptic gains to randomly drawn weights, we used the same Equation 17,963

and pulled random weights from a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 1. Before fitting,964

the weights were normalized the same way the EM weights were normalized. We sampled a965

total of 10000 random weights to build a distribution of the cross-validated R2 values.966

We used our synaptic count + gain model fits for our prediction of the spectral filtering967

curve and center-surround receptive field. The spectral filtering curve is the predicted re-968

sponse to individual narrow single wavelengths (instead of broader single wavelengths which969

we were able to test). The center-surround receptive field was normalized to each peak970

response. The center corresponds to the predicted response, when removing the Dm9 in-971

terneuron (center = (I + W) · (a � r)). The surround corresponds to the response to the972

input of each photoreceptor receives from Dm9 (surround = c · yeyi
T · (a� r)).973
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Figure S1. Contributions of individual LEDs to simulations of various wavelengths. Related

to Figure 1. A-F. Relative photon flux of each of the 6 LEDs in the stimulation set-up used to simulate

wavelengths across the spectrum for stimuli in the UV-dominant, blue-dominant, or flat background. G-L.

Target log(q) of each opsin for a given simulated wavelength (dashed line) and log(q) of the best fit using

our experimental setup (solid line) (see methods; Equation 7). M-R. The squared residuals calculated for

target wavelengths and fitted wavelengths for all stimuli. The gray vertical shaded area in the UV- and

blue-dominant background indicate wavelengths that were discarded when plotting spectral tuning curves.

S-W. Target log(q) of each opsin for a given mixture of wavelengths (dashed line) and log(q) of the best fit

using our experimental setup (solid line) (see methods; Equation 7 and Equation 8).
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Figure S2. Pairwise NorpA rescues highlight sources of opponency in R7/R8. Related to Figure

3. A-D. Max-normalized responses of yR7 axons across wavelengths with NorpA restored in norpa- blind flies

in yR7 alone, or in yR7 and the indicated photoreceptor type. (Ns= 132 ROIs (8 flies), 96(8), 135(12), and

51(5), respectively. E-H. Max-normalized responses of yR8 axons across wavelengths with NorpA restored

in norpa- blind flies in yR8 alone, or in yR8 and the indicated photoreceptor type.(Ns= 126(6), 74(5), 48(6)

and 26(4), respectively. I-L. Max-normalized responses of each photoreceptor axon type across wavelengths

with NorpA restored in norpa- blind flies in select pairs of photoreceptor in the imaged photoreceptor and

R1-6. (Ns= 150(6), 103(5), 85(7) and 95(4), respectively. M-P. Comparison of max-normalized spectral

tuning curves of the single NorpA rescues and NorpA restored in the imaged photoreceptor and R1-6 showing

no significant difference.
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Figure S3. Immunolabeling of Dm9 and pR8 spectral tuning curves for various mutant back-

ground. Related to Figure 4. A. The optic lobe of the fruit fly stained for Dm9 (R21A12-Gal4, green),

the neuropil (Ncad, red), and photoreceptor axons (Chaoptin, blue). Scale bar, 30 µm. B. The optic lobe

of the fruit fly stained for Dm9 (R32E04-Gal4, green), the neuropil (Ncad, red), and photoreceptor axons

(Chaoptin, blue). Scale bar, 30 µm. C. pR8 max-normalized spectral tuning curve when silencing Dm9

using the R21A12-Gal4 line (N= 158 ROIs (5 flies)).Dashed black lines represent log(q) and black lines

represent the wildt type response. The shaded region represent the 95% confidence interval for the given

spectral tuning curve. D. pR8 max-normalized spectral tuning curve in a hiscl-, ort- mutant (N= 153 (10)).
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Figure S4. R7 and R8 spectral tuning to stimuli presented over a flat background spectrum.

Related to Figure 5 and Figure 6. A-D. Average GCaMP6f responses of R7 and R8 axons in wild type

flies to 0.5 second flashes of three simulated wavelengths over the flat background. Thick lines represent

the mean, shaded region represents 95% confidence interval. Colored lines represent stimuli of four different

luminant multiples. E-H. Tuning curves constructed using the amplitudes of measured responses of R7 and

R8 axons from across the wavelength spectrum. Solid lines represent the mean, shaded region represents

95% confidence interval. Various colored lines represent stimuli of four different luminant multiples.
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Figure S5. Measured responses in R7 and R8 axons in the 10 µE background result from

linear combinations. Related to Figure 6. A. The estimated zero crossing points of the measured tuning

curves in each R7/R8 photoreceptor. As pR8’s tuning curve has a trilobed form, it crosses the zero axis

twice. B-F. Measured responses of R7 and R8 axons to mixed combinations of different wavelength stimuli

(filled circles) compared to the linear prediction of responses to those stimuli (shaded region) (see methods;

Equation 8). G-J. 4-fold cross-validated linear regression using the log of the relative photon capture of

Rh3-6 and responses measured at the level of R7 and R8 outputs. K-N. R2 values when using varying opsin

contributions in linear regressions to predict opponent responses in R7s and R8s.
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